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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The purpose of this document is to collect results and evaluation of the three training sessions produced 
in STEP-UP project Work Package 5, Activity 5.1, led by UNITS and involving all the project partners.  The 
document proposes a summary of the three training sessions and a comprehensive overview of the 
proposed training work for the STEP-UP project. 

For each training session this document illustrates the preparation phase, the actual realization and the 
feedback collected. We included in this document all the lecturers’ presentations. Moreover, topics 
covered, teachers involved, audience and other stakeholders are listed and described, together with links 
to all the relevant material and to the questionnaires. All the material collected is available through a web 
repository (www.step-up.training) designed and built within the project activities. Further in this 
document we explain the structure of the webpage. 

At the end of this document we consider all the evaluations and give an overall assessment and 
conclusions. 

 

The document includes the following chapters:  

- Chapter 1, An introduction to the document  

- Chapter 2, The aim of the Training Activity 

- Chapter 3, Realization of the I Training Session (Report) 

- Chapter 4, Realization of the II Training Session (Report) 

- Chapter 5, Realization of the III Training Session (Report) 

- Chapter 6, Description of web repository of STEP-UP Training Session 

- Chapter 7, Overall evaluation and conclusion 

 

 



1. INTRODUCTION 
 

STEP-UP faces the lack of a real sustainable mobility planning by promoting the multimodality in the 
Programme area. The geographical characteristics of some areas i.e. presence of islands and rural areas, 
make also integrate connections necessary with focus on inland connections to the coast. Moreover, 
existing transport connections are often inefficient to answer modern life needs and manage touristic 
flows mostly during peak season. STEP-UP will transfer the ICT/ITS applications also during low season in 
other scenarios (e.g. info-mobility system). Since Croatia joined to EU, commercial relationship between 
these two countries has increased consistently. 

STEP-UP solution uses different transport modes and combines them to provide a seamless solution. The 
mobility platform has great potential: it will be ready to collect and integrate other services such as 
booking&ticket purchase and moreover, including territorial information.  

To enhance the effectiveness of STEP-UP, it has been crucial to strengthen the knowledge on rather new 
scenarios and topics.  

Some STEP-UP main goals had to be taken into account during the development of WP5: 

 promote multimodal passenger mobility; 

 facilitate the access to the services offered; 

 combine in a global vision transport and tourism aspects; 

 capitalize efforts and the outputs reached from INTERMODAL project. 

 

These has been the meanings and aims of WP5 Activity 5.1, led by UNITS and involving all the project 
partners. 

  



1.1 Target audience 
 

The target audience of this report is the STEP-UP partners and their technicians (if necessary) to allow 
performing of the STEP-UP platform. 

 

PARTNER Name of Referent Contacts 

Marche Region Gabriele Frigio Email: gabriele.frigio@regione.marche.it 

Emilia Romagna Region Laura Schiff Email: Laura.Schiff@regione.emilia-romagna.it 

Municipality of Lecce Antonio Esposito Email: antonio.esposito@comune.lecce.it  

County of Split-Dalmatia Martin Bućan  Email: Martin.bucan@dalmacija.hr  

City of Sibenik Petar Misura Email: petar.misura@sibenik.hr 

Zadar Airport LTD  Josip Sikirić Email: josip.sikiric@zadar-airport.hr  

 

 



2. The aim of the Training activity 

 

In accordance with STEP-UP specific objective 3, the training activity aims to spread knowledge among 
the partnership and general audience and promoting a network of contacts including academy, industry, 
leading experts and the project partners, which will become one of the sources of the information 
deployed in the training sessions.  

The set of training sessions will bring together partners and (future) professionals in the field of transport. 
The main goal is to educate on mobility and travel planner aspects focalizing in multimodal transport, 
sharing and managing transport data.  

Transferring knowledge is understood both in space and in time, by creating a network of experts and 
information and by making the information obtained available to all interested stakeholders along the 
time. In fact, each training session will be available as a podcast later to all interested stakeholders. 

 

 

 

The key words of the WP5 Activities are “Capitalize means to transfer knowledge”, and this Work Package 
means especially to create a sustainable future for the project and the field of sustainable tourism through 
the enhancement of the knowledge. 



 

Figura 1 www.business2community.com 

The design oft he Training Sessions kept in mind the principles of Instructional design, and in particular Adult 

Learning Theory (Knowles): 

• Since adults are self-directed, they should have a say in the content and process of their learning. 
• Because adults have so much experience to draw from, their learning should focus on adding to 

what they have already learned in the past. 
• Since adults are looking for practical learning, content should focus on issues related to their work 

or personal life. 
• Additionally, learning should be centered on solving problems instead of memorizing content. 

 
In the following scheme is graphically showed the chosen method to delineate the Training Sessions 
development. The proposed scheme looks like an inverted pyramid, starting from Broad and arriving to 
Specific, starting from the top: 
Learning Outcome: consist in bring together partners and (future) professionals in the field of transport 
and in educate on mobility and travel planner aspects. 
 
Learning Objective are brief statements that describe what students will be expected to learn by the end 
of school year, course, unit, lesson, project, or class period. 
 
Assessment is the systematic process of documenting and using empirical data on the knowledge, skill, 
attitudes, and beliefs to refine programs and improve student learning. 
 
Teaching Approach compares of the principles and methods used by teachers to enable student learning. 
These strategies are determined partly on subject matter to be taught and partly by the nature of the 
learner. 
 



In the case of STEP-UP Project, the following schema represent starting from the general and arriving to 
specific the purpose of training sessions, in the context of the overall project aims. 

 



Each session focuses on research for topics and expert speakers who can transfer knowledge to the 
audience in order to meet the needs of knowledge of project partners and to inform on the topics of the 
project step up all stakeholder in general. Feedback will be collected for each session, that will be useful 
to give the bases for the next similar activities applied to projects with similar objectives. 

We have chosen an information structure including three training sessions. 

I Training Session Front-to-Front Conference / Public Event 
II Training Session  Webinar 
III Training Session Front-to-Front open dialogue Public Event 
 

The aims of the Training Sessions organized by UNITS are multiple:  

 to share knowledge within the partnership;  
 to spread awareness of STEP-UP topics and INTERREG, EU, ERDF funded projects among the 

broadest audience possible; 
 to keep available materials and knowledge to foster the development of future possible 

professionals. 
 
To fulfil this aims, the I Training Session targeted different Target Groups at the same time. This was 
taken into account during the design of the contents, the organization and especially during the 
communication activities. The realization of training sessions contemplates that before each training 
session a preliminary analysis will be performed to identify audience, topics, teachers or expert and 
modalities of the session. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



3. Realization of the I Training Session 

(Report) 

3.1 Preparation activities for the realization of the I Training 
Session 

 

3.1.1 I Training Session: Identification of the Audience  
 
To identify audience and organize the training session the most adequately, a preliminary analysis was 
performed. The First Training Session is intended as a Training Activity and also as the first shared 
appointment with the STEP-UP Training Actions. For this reason, a session was proposed in the form of a 
live Conference Session. This was done to create a network among the project partners, between the 
local authorities, all the interested parties and the citizenship, and to introduce and describe the nature 
of the lessons. The most direct approach to educating the audience is the face-to-face approach.  

Training sessions will be useful for the amplest range of audience, the aim of the training session is to 
inform on the themes related to multimodality, as the main objective. Therefore, the audience was 
intended to include both people with some level of knowledge and people who did not have any 
competence in the suggested themes, and it will include citizens and university students. 

Description of the different targets: 

i. Project Partners 
Each partner has expertise on specific topics, thanks to their institutional field of action, the support of 
their Technical Assistance and the know-how gained through previous projects. 
We asked the partnership to communicate some areas of expertise they own and we involved a 
representative as speaker at the Training Session. 
We also requested the areas where they wanted to improve their knowledge. They mostly were 
interested in all the topics we suggested. 
 

ii. Stakeholders 
We invited some stakeholders to the training sessions and involved some of them as speakers (e.g. Port 
Authority of Trieste). Obviously, the stakeholders are active in the transportation or mobility field, so they 
already own some know-how. Although their knowledge might be positively task driven, they may lack 
some ground basis or some more technically specific knowledge. Addressing to stakeholders is therefore 



particularly tricky, since there must be a balance between concrete facts and accuracy. Topics must be 
captivating and useful for their daily work. 

iii. Students  
Students best represent the future professionals in the field of transport. The job offer environment is 
changing seamlessly and especially the field of transport and mobility. It is of crucial importance that 
students who are about to choose their career are aware of trends that are happening and will lead to 
future changes, so that they will be more informed and prepared professionals in the future. 

 

iv. Citizenship 
Citizenship is called to respond to various responsibilities including participating in political processes and 
undertaking economic, social and cultural roles according to accepted norms, laws and regulations. Inform 
citizenship is important also in the themes of the project in fact the development of the main objective of 
STEP-UP will have repercussion in the way of thinking mobility both in the exceptional cases in which the 
citizen becomes a tourist but also in the everyday life in which the citizen moves within his city or the 
neighboring places for the care of himself or for work. Multimodality request an evolved way of thinking 
and citizenship are the firs kind of audience directly involved in the concrete change that the development 
of multimodality will bring.  

In particular, we involved: 

• Target Group 8: Education and training organizations as well as universities and research 
institutes 

A university is partner in the project and will provide training sessions, also broadcasted as live streaming, 
that will be attended by both project partners and all stakeholders interested on multimodal topics. 
Following those sessions, any other education or training organizations as well as other universities or 
research institutes, could replace similar initiatives, obviously with a previous agreement with the first 
university concerning the use of training materials. 
 

• Target Group 1: General public 

The end users are necessary to guarantee the reliability of the project after the end and they are the main 
target group who will give important feedback in terms of User Interface, User experience, reliability and 
ease to use the pilot tools. Main categories of general public identified as the most interested to the 
project outputs will consist of working people and tourists, but also all others citizens could obtain benefit 
from STEP-UP implementation. 

 

• Target Group 2: Local, regional and national public authorities  

Local, regional and national authorities, within IT-HR Programme Area, have to be considered 
fundamental because they represent the most important figures able both to increase the awareness 



about ecofriendly transportation and sustainable tourism among different subjects (potential suppliers 
and potential service providers) and to promote their effective realization, through the definition of useful 
policy initiatives and operational activities. They are amply represented in the partnership. 

 

• Target Group 3: Regional development agencies. 

Regional development agencies, as operative branches of Regional authorities, are in charge of 
implementing theoretical regional policies, into actual actions. For example, Regions and local authorities 
draws up specific Regional/Urban Mobility Plans and foresees detailed guidelines which include the 
increase of multimodal transport, but the risk that those indications could remain not applied is tangible 
if regional agencies do not take care of those guidelines. 

 

• Target Group 5: Transport associations 

Target group Transport Associations Description: Transport associations can have a primary role 
promoting and incentivizing the diffusion of multimodal transport systems among their participants, but 
often, that associations do not know enough about multimodal themes and their benefits. So, they will 
be addressed in particular during WP5 implementation. They will be encouraged to participate in training 
activities in order to improve knowledge and data analysis on multimodal transport sector.  

 

 

3.1.2 I Training Session: Modality of the session 
 

The I Training Session was designed as a conference. 

When choosing this modality, one decisive factor was the consideration that it would better reach the 
different audience targets and would better convey the knowledge to very different targets with a 
different level of awareness. Moreover, it would have been better for dissemination purposes. 

The presentations of the speakers have been distributed throughout the day and interspersed with brief 
coffee breaks. All the project partners, the Croatian and Italian authorities, have been invited to 
participate.  

The room has been equipped with a hundred chairs for the guests with a podium for the speaker and a 
projector with which the lecturer was able to show the supporting material for the presentation on his 
topic. A camera resumed the entire conference, the images and the audio of the live have been 
adequately transmitted live via the GoToMeeting software to allow even those unable to participate 
physically to follow the whole conference and ask questions via chat attached to the software. 

  



3.1.3 I Training Session: Identification of the Topics 
 

Work Package 5 responsible partner deemed it important to share with the partnership the definition of 
the topics for the session.  

An initial analysis, considering the project expected outputs and pilot sites' implementation, led to a 
preliminary list of topics which was submitted to the partners to receive their feedback and better define 
the most appropriate topics. 

The macro topics proposed to the partners are listed below in bullet points. For some of them a short 
descriptive sentence has been added to give more suggestions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1. Multimodality, Inter-modality, Co-modality. Intermodal, multimodal public 
transport 
 

2. European Projects concerning Mobility and Tourism 
 

3. Touristic routes and connections between Italy and Croatia. Passengers 
transport and innovative systems. History, data, overview.  

 
4. Data standardisation and harmonisation in the transportation field. 

 
5. Big-data for transportation and tourism. Data fusion 

 
6. ICT Platforms for touristic purpose. 

 
7. ETA 

 
8. Unified ticket, dynamics and governance. E-Ticketing.  

 
9. E-mobility, E-cars. 



STEP-UP List of Topics 

 

 

1. Multimodality, Intermodality, Co-modality. 
Intermodal, multimodal public transport 

To look up to Multimodality is a necessary step to improve the quality, safety and environmental 
sustainability of marine and coastal transport services and nodes. This topic includes an introduction and 
an overview on mobility new perspectives e.g. Maas Mobility as a Service. 

1.1 Quality, safety and environmental sustainability 
- Impact of the transport sector on the energy consumption and on climate change. Improve air 

quality and to promote good practices to significantly reduce pollution and to promote 
intermodality, in order to foster the use of different means of transport.  

- Public transport with low carbon dioxide emission.  
 
1.2 Marine and coastal transport services and nodes 

- Innovative and alternative ways to optimize the carriage of persons and goods specially in our 
touristic coastal area.  

- Presence of islands and rural areas, make also integrate connections necessary with focus on inland 
connections to the coast 
 
1.3 New perspectives e.g. MaaS Mobility as a Service 
 
1.4 Connecting urban/suburban rail/road 

- Seamless solution: using all transport modes (train, ferry, public transport, flexible transportation 
– Demand Responsive Transport, etc.) 
 
 
 
1.5 Intermodal mobility 

- A resource for tourism development and encourage joint actions of the cross sector international 
partnerships aimed at developing new solutions for sustainable environmental development and 
intermodal transport  
 
1.6 Tourism development prediction 
Analysis of the last years’ trends and near future trends forecast. 



 

2 European Projects concerning Mobility and Tourism 
An overview on European funded projects on Mobility and Tourism. European new perspective, trends and 
goals on multimodality, sustainability, e-mobility, enhancing waterways and making road flows lighter. 

2.1 Intermodal in European strategies 2030 and 2050 

2.2 Mentioned EU Project: 
 

 4PILLARS 
 TISAR 
 EASEWAY 
 ECOMOBILITY 
 MOSES 
 … 

 

 

3 Touristic routes and connections between Italy and Croatia.  
Passengers transport and innovative systems.  
History, data, overview.  

This topic aims to deepen the knowledge on the Programme Area, to understand the already existing 
connections and traffic flow between the two Countries involved in the project. An in-depth analysis on 
geographical, economical and historical features of tourism and passengers’ flow in the Adriatic area. This 
overview will underline the importance of tourism for social and economic development. 
The overview can include in a multidisciplinary approach a variety of aspects such as: 
- Urbanization, economic and entrepreneurial development, utilities, social welfare, education, traffic. 

 

 

4 Data standardisation and harmonisation in the transportation 
field. 

In a multimodal travel planning platform, many travel aggregators receive property descriptions and 
availability data from different transport service providers. Each data provider may have its own data 



schema and structure that must be standardized before it can be used. This topic wants to propose an 
overview on the main requirements and characteristics of data storing and standardisation. Furthermore, an 
excursus on specific standards will be given: Standard GTFS (General Transit Feed Specification), SIRI 
(European Standard for real-time information), DATEX II, and other standards connected to MaaS.  

The lesson aims to:  

- Better understand the data standardization as a data processing workflow that converts the structure 
of disparate datasets into a Common Data Format. Data Standardization can also be thought of as 
the transformation rules engine in Data Exchange operations. 

- Better understand how data standardization enables the data consumer to analyse and use data in a 
consistent manner. Standardizing data helps you make the source data internally consistent; that is, 
each data type has the same kind of content and format. 

- Give the fundamental knowledge towards the creation of a common communication protocol 
between different systems (ICT platforms) and services. 

- Collect data in INTERMODAL projects. 
- Work on a system based on standard/protocols for different objective and scenarios managed: 

tourists’ and travellers’ needs including those for existing citizens. 

 

 

5 Big-data for transportation and tourism.  
Data fusion 

Big data refers to data sets that are too large or complex for traditional data-processing application software 
to adequately deal with. The topic proposes an overview: 

- on Big Data concept; 
- on the potential of Big Data applied to transportation and tourism;  
- on Big Data characteristics (Volume, Variety, Velocity, Veracity); 
- on Big Data Architecture. "5C architecture" (connection, conversion, cyber, cognition, and 

configuration); 
- on the concept of Big Data applied to transportation and tourism. An overview on Big Data.  

5.1 Collecting, sharing and managing transport data 

5.2 Algorithms for the optimization of multimodal transport 

The lesson aims to:  

- Better understand the algorithms for the optimization of multimodal transport, and on collecting, 
sharing and managing transport data 



 

 

6 ICT Platforms for touristic purpose.  
This topic presents an overview on ICT Platforms for touristic purpose. Focusing on: 

6.1 ICT Platforms for touristic purpose. State of the art on existing platforms.  

- Example of existing platform (e.g. Transport for London). 

- Local ICT platform.  

6.2 High level platform design.  

6.3 APPs and info-mobility data for tourism 

6.4 Weather data integrated to ICT Platforms  

 

The lesson aims to:  

- Evidence the main requirements and possibilities, such as database creation with useful and 
relevant mobility data including the real-time information thanks the integration with AVM system.  

- Design and developing of added modules such as booking & ticketing to offer a complete solution 
according to a global vision.  

- Develop high quality level of services, improve the ITS level at Regional level, make the current 
services more reliable and attractive.  

- transfer the ICT/ITS applications also during low season in other scenarios (e.g. info-mobility 
system) 

- Permits both citizens and tourists, will be able to have benefits in terms of a better travel planning 
(more sustainable and with less time spent finding best solutions or purchasing tickets thanks to the 
ICT channel) 

 

 

 

7 ETA  
Estimated Time of Arrival, requirements and how to integrate this added module to the platform. 



 

8 Unified ticket, dynamics and governance. E-Ticketing.  
This topic presents an overview on: 

8.1 Unified ticket as added module fundamental to increase platform efficiency and 
impact. 

8.2 Main requirements and strategies. Examples of virtuous existing 

8.3 e-roaming? 

Tourist information useful for an extended mobility services such as e-roaming that enables 
additional visibility and promotion of multimodal transportation across inland (network of electric 
vehicles and electric bicycles) 

 
 

9 E-mobility, E-cars. 

This topic presents an overview on E-mobility, E-cars, Multimodality integrated with E-Mobility. 

9.1 Eco – Mobility 

 

 

  



To better tailor the training sessions on the overall needs the list was shared with all PP, to give them the 
possibility to provide comments on the topics, or suggest new ones. 

Submission of the list to the Project Partners was also useful to analyse their internal expertise, possibly 
to be shared with the other partners during the Training Sessions, to analyse their needs, the areas where 
their knowledge or level of expertise needed to be improved through Training Sessions.  

Follows the message sent to the partners to invite them to participate actively with suggestions and 
requests to enrich the panorama of knowledge on the issues pertaining to the STEP-UP project. 

“  
Dear STEP-UP partners,  

As WP5 leaders, we at UNITS think the Steering Committee Meeting is a great chance to start the training 
session activity, sharing first of all the knowledge among the partners.  

At this regard, you find in attachment a list of topics ("STEP-UP_ListOfTopics"), selected according to the 
project expected outputs and pilot sites' implementation. Some of them will be exploited in a first session of 
lectures on the 7th of May, the others in further webinars.  

To better tailor the training sessions on the overall needs, we ask you to read the attachment AND:  

- provide comments on the topics, or suggest new ones. For your convenience we also attach the excel file "STEP-
UP_TOPICS_Comments&Esxperts_PartnerName". You can rename it after your PP Name and fill it with the 
comments, otherwise provide the comments in the form that is more suitable for you (e-mail, word document 
etc.);  

- point out who of your internal technical team would participate with an approx 20 minutes (max 30) 
presentation. Please write name, expertise and contacts;  

- recommend any external expert whom you think has the credentials to give a lecture on one of the proposed 
topics. 

” 

This aspect, the involvement of the Project Partners was particularly important to enhance the 
effectiveness of the Training Sessions. 

 

3.1.4 I Training Session: Identification of the Teachers and Experts 
 
For the first training session, were searched and selected speakers who could offer a general overview of 
the topics of the STEP-UP project.  

For each seminarian invited to intervene as an expert, the curriculum information of each speaker and 
the contents of the proposed topic are indicated below. A brief description of his actual professional role 
is indicated (if they are Project Partner also is specified) and brief biography fulfills the desire to 



understand in a few lines the professional position and the training path of each speaker and how king of 
competence can conduce a person to be defined as expert in determined arguments.  

A brief introduction follows to each selected speaker with a short biography highlighted on them in gray: 

The lecturer Valeria Corina, in the role of Technical Assistance of Marche Region, was chosen to present 
STEP-UP project in order to offer an overview on the project to the audience, taking into consideration 
that some people in the audience were external to the project. 

Valeria Corina 
Sinergia, Technical Assistance of Marche Region (STEP-UP project Lead Partner) 

Valeria Corina graduated in Building Engineering-Architecture at Polytechnic University of Marche Region. She has 5 
years' experience in assisting in the preparation and management of R&D projects at international level, as well as 
in assisting in the management and financial reporting of European Projects, of European Transnational Cooperation 
Projects, Research and Innovation Projects promoted by national, regional and European Commission, Regional 
projects for active labour policies promoted by national bodies. She works at SINERGIA consulting from Pesaro since 
2016 and presents a good knowledge of the transport and mobility context thanks to the projects managed for 
various national and private structures. 
 

With a view to sustainability and in relation to climatic changes and the transnational multimodal 
transport, it was decided to invite the expert Cinzia de Marzo, Lawyer specialized in European Union Law 
& International Sustainable Tourism expert. 

Cinzia De Marzo 
Lawyer, specialized in European Union Law & International Sustainable Tourism Expert 

Cinzia de Marzo, a lawyer specialised in EU Law and economy, is dedicated to sustainable tourism within the 
European Union. For several years now, she has been worked on the ETIS system, as an EU national expert at the 
Commission and as one of the people deeply involved in the implementation of EUSAIR (Adriatic-Ionian) EU Strategy. 
She talked with Stefan Lazic about the need for quality measurement for sustainable tourism and why is it important 
to work together to secure a brighter future. 

To feed the network between projects active in themes similar to those of the step up project, 
Massimiliano Angelotti, member of the Central Department of Infrastructures and Territory, Friuli 
Venezia Giulia Region was invited to offer an overview of the MOSES project. 

Massimiliano Angelotti 
Central Department of Infrastructures and Territory, Friuli Venezia Giulia Region 

Massimiliano Angelotti works at the Central infrastructure and territory management of Friuli Venezia Giulia Region 
in Italy, where Mr. Angelotti holds an Organizational position on the coordination of national and community 
monitoring and programming activities. 
 

Furthermore, a general overview of the European Projects that the Port Network Authority of the Eastern 
Adriatic Sea – Port of Trieste participated, as lead partner as well as project partner enriches the 
conference thanks to the intervention of Valentina Boschian. 



Valentina Boschian 
Dott. Ing, Ph.D. 

Port Network Authority of the Eastern Adriatic Sea – Port of Trieste, Digital Port Area 
Dott. Ing. Valentina Boschian, Ph.D., works at the Port Network Authority of the Eastern Adriatic Sea – Port of Trieste, in the Digital 
Port Area. Since 2008, her expertise is focused on consultancy activities related to the analysis of ICT impact on new business 
cases, mainly in the field of transport and logistics. After obtaining a degree in Management Engineering and a PhD in Computer 
Science Engineering, she worked as a project manager in several international research projects. She is also expert in business 
model innovation. 
Main skills: Analysis and modelling of processes; Assessment analysis (based on KPIs definition); Management of complex systems 
with analytical models; Analysis of business scenarios, Use Case identification and User Requirement definition; Project 
management, ICT applications in logistics and transportation management. 
Education 

 Dottorato (Ph.D.) in Information Technology Engineering, University of Trieste (2012) 
 Degree in Management Engineering and Integrated Logistics (graduation with first class honours, "110/110 e lode"), 

University of Trieste (2008) 
 Degree in Management Engineering (graduation with first class honours, "110/110 e lode"), University of Trieste (2003). 

In the role of Technical Assistance of Marche Region, STEP-UP project Lead Partner, Daniela Vasari, 
proposing an overview of MaaS, Mobility as a Service, principle at the basis of mobility in general, and 
Giorgia Fanesi, presenting the intermodality for a seamless solution. 

Daniela Vasari 
Project manager, solution designer in ITS projects and International cooperation,  

Pluservice, Technical Assistance of Marche Region (STEP-UP project Lead Partner) 
Daniela Vasari graduated in Computer Engineering, in March 2009. She works in PluService since 2009 as Solution Designer for 
ITS in Passenger Transportation and since 2014 as Senior Project Manager. She is involved in EU-International-National projects 
on topics such as Demand Responsive Transport, Multi-modal Traveller Information Systems, Automatic Vehicle Monitoring 
systems. She is the Project Manager of several European funded projects. 
 
Giorgia Fanesi 

Software analyst and project manager, Pluservice, Technical Assistance of Marche Region (STEP-UP project Lead Partner) 
After her Master Degree in industrial engineering at the University of Bologna and an internship at IRU, Giorgia Fanesi has worked 
on ICT projects for PluService s.r.l. and is currently Software Analyst and Project Manager at myCicero. 

Petar Mišura, with the role of Senior Associate for Development and EU projects, City of Šibenik (STEP-
UP project Partner), contribute in the enrichment of the knowledge base with concrete ideas presenting 
new ideas and methods to ensure sustainable mobility in order to improve passengers' mobility. 

Petar Mišura 
Senior Associate for Development and EU projects, City of Šibenik (STEP-UP project Partner) 

Petar Mišura graduated on the faculty of Economics and enrolled postgraduate studies in ”Finance and Banking” at the Faculty 
of Economics and Business in Zagreb. After graduation, Petar Mišura enrolled Ph.D. “Economics” at the Faculty of Economics and 
Business in Split. At the beginning of his career, he worked at the Central Bureau of Statistics. After his experience, he started to 
work at the Jadranska Banka and soon after, at the Croatian Telecom (Hrvatski Telekom) where he completed the additional 
education in the field of the project management. In 2011 he became the first head of the newly established administrative 
department of the city of Sibenik for the Economy, Entrepreneurship, and Development, where he remains working until today. 
From 2013 to 2018 he worked as the assistant to the Head of the office and from 2018 he works as the acting chief of the office. 



To deepen what concerns tourist flows and cultural routes have been invited and bring their very valid 
point of view and contribution Vanja Lipovac, Consultant for EU Projects, Zadar Airport (STEP-UP project 
Partner) presenting cultural routes and, in relation to them, potential for info-mobility services. Laura 
Schiff, Director for Quality of Touristic Areas, Emilia Romagna Region (STEP-UP project Partner), 
presenting the inter-modality as an opportunity to encounter the small villages and Sara Carciotti, 
Architect, PhD at Engineering and Architecture Department at the University of the Studies of Trieste, that 
creates the basis for identifying a city as one Smart Cruise Destination, highlighting the need to manage 
tourist flows with a view to the well-being of the city itself and of the tourists at the same time. 

Vanja Lipovac,  
Consultant for EU Projects, Zadar Airport (STEP-UP project Partner) 

Vanja Lipovac has master degree in cultural sociology (2015). Shortly after, he started an internship in Zadar County department 
for EU projects and development, where he participated on preparation and implementation of several national and international 
EU projects. After finishing a year of internship he started working as a project manager for „Foster children rights“ project, 
financed from European social funds. After the project ended, he started working as a consultant for EU project for Driope. He is 
mostly focused on projects regarding urban mobility, intermodality, info-mobility and sustainable development. 
 
Laura Schiff 
Director for Quality of Touristic Areas, Emilia Romagna Region (STEP-UP project Partner) 
Laura Schiff is graduated in Agricultural Sciences in 1977 at the University of Bologna, with specialization in territorial planning. 
She held the positions of Manager of the Planning Office of the Mountain Community of the Appennino of Bologna and that of 
Head of the floriculture sector and public green. From 1991 to 2017, she was the urban quality manager of the tourist resorts at 
the Tourism Department of the Emilia-Romagna Region. From 1991 to 2017 he designed and managed numerous projects - both 
at the regional and European level - for sustainable development of tourist areas for the creation and enhancement of new tourist 
products. From 2017 she directs the Communication, promotion, coordination of European projects and special projects of the 
Emilia-Romagna Region; is coordinator for the Italin Regions for managing important projects financed by the Ministry of Tourism, 
with the purpose of deloping the Network of Italian Historic Villages, Landscapes and Accessible Tourism. 
 
Sara Carciotti 

Architect, PhD at Engineering and Architecture Department at the University of the Studies of Trieste 
Sara Carciotti is a young Italo-Slovenian architect specialized in exhibit design. After her master degree she has worked in the 
Architectural industry for a long period. Her international experience covers a wide range of projects and competitions from home 
units, commercial and retail mixed-use projects to urban design and sustainable strategy planning. After Venice, Paris and 
Ljubljana she has started the PhD program at the University of Trieste where actually works with the group of the prof. Ukovich.  
She is mostly focused on projects regarding urban mobility, people mobility and tourist’s wellbeing. 

 

Thanks to the contribution of Maria Pia Fanti, Full professor of System and Control Engineering, 
Department of Electrical and Information Engineering of the Polytechnic University of Bari, the conference 
organized on the occasion of the first training session of the STEP-UP project broadens the horizons to the 
new electric transport vehicles, that are revolutionizing the way of thinking and organizing mobility within 
the cities and beyond.  

Maria Pia Fanti 
Full professor of System and Control Engineering,  

Department of Electrical and Information Engineering of the Polytechnic University of Bari 



Maria Pia Fanti is full professor of System and Control Engineering at the Department of Electrical and Information Engineering 
of the Polytechnic of Bari (Italy). She received the Master degree in Electronic Engineering from the University of Pisa (Italy), in 
1983. She has been visiting researcher at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute of Troy, New York, in 1999. Since 1983 she has 
worked in the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering of the Polytechnic of Bari (Italy), where she has been Assistant 
Professor from 1990 till 1998 and Associate Professor from 1990 till April 2012. Maria Pia Fanti is IEEE fellow for contributions to 
modeling and control of discrete event systems. Her research interests include Discrete event systems, Petri net, consensus 
algorithms, networked and control systems, management and modeling of logistic systems, automated manufacturing systems, 
automatic guided vehicle systems, traffic networks, and healthcare systems. Maria Pia Fanti is author of 2 books and 280+ papers, 
85 journal papers, 11 book chapters and many conference proceeding papers. 
 

  



3.1.5 I Training Session: Presented Topics 
 

The final topics were chosen in collaboration with the lecturers invited to participate in the first training 
session. Below is the summary of the selected titles, followed by the presentations offered during the 
conference. 

 

1. Sustainable destination management plans fostering climate change mitigation 
in the tourism sector, including transnational multimodal transport. 

2. STEP UP INTERREG IT-HR Project.  
An overview of STEP-UP Project, INTERREG IT-HR. 

3. Improving maritime and multimodal transport services between Italy and 
Croatia: the experience in MOSES project and the expectations from ICARUS 
project. 

4. The role of Mobility as a Service 

5. Electro-mobility integrated into transport and mobility networks 

6. Intermodality for a seamless solution 

7. Improving passengers' mobility, new ideas and methods to ensure sustainable 
mobility 

8. Smart Cruise Destination 

9. The beauty of small villages. Intermodality: the path to encounter it. 

10. Cultural routes – potential for info-mobility services 

11. EU projects of the Port of Trieste: several tools for a smart port   



3.1.5.1 Sustainable destination management plans fostering climate change 
mitigation in the tourism sector, including transnational multimodal 
transport. [Cinzia de Marzo] 
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3.1.5.2 STEP UP INTERREG IT-HR Project. An overview of STEP-UP Project, INTERREG 
IT-HR. [Valeria Corina]  
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3.1.5.3 Improving maritime and multimodal transport services between Italy and 
Croatia: the experience in MOSES project and the expectations from 
ICARUS project. [Massimiliano Angelotti] 
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3.1.5.4 The role of Mobility as a Service [Daniela Vasari] 
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3.1.5.5 Electro-mobility integrated into transport and mobility networks [Maria Pia 
Fanti] 
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3.1.5.6 Intermodality for a seamless solution [Giorgia Fanesi] 
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3.1.5.7 Improving passengers' mobility, new ideas and methods to ensure 
sustainable mobility [Petar Mišura] 
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3.1.5.8 Smart Cruise Destination [Sara Carciotti] 
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3.1.5.9 The beauty of small villages. Intermodality: the path to encounter it. [Laura 
Schiff] 
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3.1.5.10 Cultural routes – potential for info-mobility services [Vanja Lipovac] 
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3.1.5.11 EU projects of the Port of Trieste: several tools for a smart port [Valentina 
Boschian] 
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3.2 I Training Session: 7 May 2019 
 

3.2.1 Venue 
 

 

 

The first training session took place on the 7th of May 2019. The chosen venue was Savoia Excelsior Palace, 
Riva del Mandracchio 4, Trieste. The Savoia Excelsior Palace Hotel is an historical building, and a very high 
quality hotel. It is placed on the seaside facing the sea, in the very centre of Trieste, very close to the main 
square and the townhall. PP3 considered this venue for the prestige it would give to STEP-UP project and 
the meaning of the historical relevance, connected to the sea and travelling (it also faces the Maritime 
Station). 

For the session UNITS rented a room with wi-fi, a service for projecting the presentations, for monitoring 
the audio quality and some technicians to follow the entire realisation and who shot a video for 
documenting the conference. 



3.2.2 Agenda 
 

At the arrival, the audience was offered a welcome coffee during the registration operations. 

The conference was introduced by a brief introduction and the greetings from the scientific tutor for STEP-
UP at the University of Trieste, Professor Fulvio Babich. Two institutional greetings were given by the 
assessor for Tourism of the Municipality of Trieste, ms. Francesca De Santis and by the Consul of Croatia 
in Trieste, mrs. Gordana Simic. 

The speeches were divided in two parts, divided by a coffee break. 

In the agenda sent by PP3 to the partners, partners found useful information on the venue location and 
were offered further assistance when needed. 

Below some pictures from the conference: 

 



 

 



Below the final agenda proposed: 

 

 



 

 

 



3.2.3 Attendance I Training Session 
 

 

 



 

 

  



3.2.4 Dissemination 
 

3.2.4.1 Publication on University of Trieste official website 

 

 



3.2.4.2 Press Release I Training Session 

 



3.2.4.3 Publication on Smartlogi website – German/Italian 

 

 

  



3.2.4.4 Article from Il Piccolo (05/05/2019)  

 

 

3.3 I Training Session: Questionnaire 
 

During the preparation of the first training session a questionnaire previously designed has been 
distributed to the audience. The questionnaire was printed on paper was distributed at the registration 
desk to those present to the conference room and collected at the end of the conference or at their 
departure. In this way the participants could quickly view the questions and formulate a response idea 
following the conference.  

The results obtained from the first training session questionnaire gave a useful feedback in regards of the 
organization of the next sessions.  

Follows the list of questions proposed to the audience of the First Training Session. For each question the 
audience was asked to express a preference according to the given assessment grid. 

After the list of the proposed questions follows the answers given by the conference participants. Note 
that each question is marked with a bulleted number. while consulting the answers, refer to it. 

  



    

Assessment grid 
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1 TOPICS         

  1.1  The topics were relevant to me      

  1.2  I was familiar with the proposed topics      

  1.3  

The topics offered a good overview on issues related 
to Passengers' flow      

2 SPEECHES         

  2.1  

The material used for the presentations was coherent 
and clear      

  2.2  

I would find it useful to have the presentations 
material available for future consultation      

  2.3  

The presentations were coherent with the title and the 
topic      

  2.4  The presentations met my expectations      
3 CONFERENCE         

  3.1  

The conference contributed to deepen my knowledge 
on the topics:      

   3.1.1 Multimodality      

   3.1.2 European projects on mobility      

   3.1.3 New scenaries on mobility (Maas, Electro-mobility…)      

   3.1.4 Info-mobility      

   3.1.5 Sustainable Tourism      

   3.1.6 ICT Tools for Tourism      

   3.1.7 E-Planning Platforms      

   3.1.8 Other      

  3.2  I think these topics should be more disseminated      

  3.3  

After the conference my knowledge on the covered 
topics has improved      

  3.4  I am involved in these topics (e.g. in daily life/at work)      

  3.5  The conference has been well organised      

 General assessments:       

  4.1  Which topic was of major interest?      

  4.2  

Which elements of the presentations could be 
enhanced? (e.g. the quality of presentations, technical 

aspects, …)      

  4.3  

Which topics would you like to be deepened further in 
the next Training Sessions?      

 

  



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



The feedback received for section 4. General assessment follows: 

4.1     Which topic was of major interest? 

All Topics 

E-mobility and new idea of passenger mobility 

E-Planning Platform, MaaS, E-Mobility 

E-Planning platforms/multimodality 

MaaS 

Maritime Transport --> Massimiliano Angelotti e Sara Carciotti presentation 

MOSESS 

multimodality (2 items) 

multimodality info-mobility 

sustainable tourism (4 items) 

Tourism and Maas 
 

4.2     Which elements of the presentations could be enhanced? (e.g. the quality of presentations, technical aspects, …)      

maybe a small section on questions and answers could have been useful to involve the audience 

more examples from real life, less legislatives and overviews 

none 

quality of presentations, speakers, duration of presentation should be shorter 

technical aspects (2 items) 
The possibility to have a notebook with presentation close to the speaker ( thus the speaker can well read the slide and the 
next one 

The presentations were very high quality 

well interconnected and with common topics 
 

4.3     Which topics would you like to be deepened further in the next Training Sessions? 
 
alternative in transport to decrease CO2 

complementary and synergic aspects should be stressed more 

E-mobility, car sharing 

e-mobility, EU projects, Maas, New activities in the field of mobility from Pas perspective 

European Project on mobility and sustainable tourism 

info-mobility 

multimodality and info-mobility 

multimodality E-planning platforms 

services for passengers at transport nodes 

Sustainable /green/eco tourism 

trends in info mobility, acceptance of by the public 
 



4. Realization of the II Training Session 

(Report) 

4.1 Preparation activities for the realization of the II Training 
Session 

 

4.1.1 II Training Session: Identification of the Audience  
 
To identify audience and organize the training session the most adequately, a preliminary analysis was 
performed. For the second training session project partners, local authorities and all the interested 
parties could attend the remote conference. Dissemination has been made via invitation through 
electronic channels, e-mail, social channels and online bulletin boards. The I Training Session was designed 
to set the grounding knowledge on STEP-UP topics, so the vison offered was broad and general. Whereas, 
the II Training Session was designed to get deeper in some topics and to touch more technical and specific 
aspects in addition to the general and introductive ones. The target audience was consequently mainly 
composed by Project Partners, their external experts and other professionals in the fields related to STEP-
UP topics. All the attendees to the webinar should own at least basic knowledge on some offered topics. 

Description of the different actors involved in the II Training Session: 

v. Project Partners 
Each partner has expertise on specific topics, thanks to their institutional field of action, the support of 
their Technical Assistance and the know-how gained through previous projects. 
The partnership was asked to communicate some areas of expertise they own and they were asked to 
contribute with a representative as speaker in at least one of the Training Sessions. 
The partners were asked to stress the areas where they wanted to improve their knowledge. They mostly 
were interested in all the topics we suggested. 
 

vi. Stakeholders 
We invited some stakeholders to the training sessions and involved some of them as speakers (e.g. Port 
Authority of Trieste). Obviously, the stakeholders are active in the transportation or mobility field, so they 
already own some know-how. Although their knowledge might be positively task driven, they may lack 
some ground basis or some more technically specific knowledge. Addressing to stakeholders is therefore 
particularly tricky, since there must be a balance between concrete facts and accuracy. Topics must be 
captivating and useful for their daily work. 



In particular, we involved as Target Groups: 

• Target Group 8: Education and training organizations as well as universities and research 
institutes 

A university is partner in the project and will provide training sessions, also broadcasted as live streaming, 
that will be attended by both project partners and all stakeholders interested on multimodal topics. 
Following those sessions, any other education or training organizations as well as other universities or 
research institutes, could replace similar initiatives, obviously with a previous agreement with the first 
university concerning the use of training materials. 
 

• Target Group 2: Local, regional and national public authorities  

Local, regional and national authorities, within IT-HR Programme Area, have to be considered 
fundamental because they represent the most important figures able both to increase the awareness 
about ecofriendly transportation and sustainable tourism among different subjects (potential suppliers 
and potential service providers) and to promote their effective realization, through the definition of useful 
policy initiatives and operational activities. They are amply represented in the partnership. 

 

• Target Group 3: Regional development agencies. 

Regional development agencies, as operative branches of Regional authorities, are in charge of 
implementing theoretical regional policies, into actual actions. For example, Regions and local authorities 
draws up specific Regional/Urban Mobility Plans and foresees detailed guidelines which include the 
increase of multimodal transport, but the risk that those indications could remain not applied is tangible 
if regional agencies do not take care of those guidelines. 

 

• Target Group 5: Transport associations 

Target group Transport Associations Description: Transport associations can have a primary role 
promoting and incentivizing the diffusion of multimodal transport systems among their participants, but 
often, that associations do not know enough about multimodal themes and their benefits. So, they will 
be addressed in particular during WP5 implementation. They will be encouraged to participate in training 
activities in order to improve knowledge and data analysis on multimodal transport sector.  

 

  



4.1.2 II Training Session: Modality of the session 
 

The II Training Session was designed to offer a more specific contribution and the selected target was 
therefore selected among partners and stakeholders already sharing interest and a basic knowledge on 
the offered topics. 

This specific topics and the restricted audience selection made us propend for the Webinar format for 
practicality and also sustainability reasons. 

All the speakers have been previously contacted and the topics, materials and modalities discussed with 
the organizers. Some presentations have been recorded by UNITS at a time agreed with the speaker using 
an appropriate software (the GoToMeeting software was previously selected and had already been used 
for the I Training Session) or have been recorded by each speaker following the instructions given by 
UNITS. 

 

 

All the presentations have been edited to give an overall format coherence. 

The recording of the presentations has been then transmitted via GoToMeeting at a selected date, after 
sending invitations.  

The live streaming, coordinated by UNITS, lasted about 2 hours. All interested parties could connect for 
up to 150 people, which is the capacity of GoToMeeting. 

 

The proposed dates for the direct streaming have been decided by investigating in lecturer possibilities, 
to have the desirable participation of all the speakers involved, in order to respond to questions and 
requests for clarification from viewers in real time. Anyone interested was given the opportunity to ask 
questions directly to the speaker during the conference through the chat available in the software. 

  



4.1.3 II Training Session: Identification of the Topics 
 

For the second training session the macro-topics already identified for the first were proposed again 
(follow in small at the end of the paragraph) and other topics of interest were outlined as emerged from 
the feedback received from the audience through the compilation of the questionnaires.  

As done for the selection and definition of topics in the first session, to better tailor the training sessions 
on the overall needs the list was shared with all PP, to give them the possibility to provide comments on 
the topics, or suggest new ones,  

Submission of the list to the Project Partners was also useful to analyse their internal expertise, possibly 
to be shared with the other partners during the Training Sessions, to analyse their needs, the areas where 
their knowledge or level of expertise needed to be improved through Training Sessions.  

Follows the message sent to the partners to invite them to participate actively with suggestions and 
requests to enrich the panorama of knowledge on the issues pertaining to the STEP-UP project. 

“ 
Dear partners,  

This e-mail to inform you about the next steps of the Training Sessions activity.  

The second Training Session is planned approximatively for the end of june, the third for the end of july. We 
will make public the dates as soon as we have defined them.  

For the next two Training Sessions, we are going to record speakers separately (materials and presentations in 
English, about 20-30 minutes). Then we will assemble the presentations in two sessions, which will be 
broadcasted to you and other stakeholders (we will ask your support for the widest dissemination of the links). 
Speakers will be asked to join the session broadcasting in order to answer to eventual questions from the 
audience.  

Speakers will be able to record their presentation with our technical support from their offices or any other place 
of preference, there will be no need to book travels. Presentations should include some materials (e.g. slides, pdf, 
suggested bibliography...) to be kept together with the presentation recording in the repository. If any partner 
should be willing to make a presentation, you find in attachment the first topics guideline and the topic 
suggestions that we collected through questionnaires after the first training session.  

We are at your disposal to discuss about the topics you would like to deepen, the date suitable for the recording 
and any other technical request. Please mind that also the partners who already contributed are very welcome to 
give another presentation, since some topics could very easily have a "sequel", as we already discussed with 
some partners during the preparation phase of the first TS.  

If you wish to discuss about an intervention, or should there be any other clarification needed, do not hesitate to 
write us. 

 ” 



The list of topics of interest that emerged from the questionnaires is the following: 

Topics for the Second and Third Training Session – Suggestions through Questionnaires. 

 Sustainable/green/eco-tourism 
 Trends in info mobility, acceptance of by the public  
 Multimodality E-planning platforms 
 Info-mobility 
 European Project on mobility and sustainable tourism  
 Services for passengers at transport nodes  
 Complemetariets and synergies should be stressed more  
 e-Mobility, EU projects, Maas, New activities in the field of mobility from Pas perspective 
 Alternative in transport to decrease CO2 

 E-mobility, car sharing 

 
The preliminary list of topics already proposed for the First Training Session: 

 

 



 
 

This aspect, the involvement of the Project Partners, was particularly important to enhance the 
effectiveness of the Training Sessions. 

 

4.1.4 II Training Session: Identification of the Teachers and Experts 
 
For the second training session, were searched and selected speakers who could offer a more technical 
overview of the topics of the STEP-UP project.  

For each seminarian invited to intervene as an expert, the curriculum information of each speaker and 
the contents of the proposed topic are indicated below. A brief description of his actual professional role 
is indicated (if they are Project Partner also is specified) and brief biography fulfills the desire to 
understand in a few lines the professional position and the training path of each speaker and how king of 
competence can conduce a person to be defined as expert in determined arguments.  

A brief introduction follows to each selected speaker with a short biography highlighted on them in gray: 



The lectured Daniela Vasari is invited to deepening the topic related to MaaS, she is really expert in this 
topic that collected clear interest from the audience present at the first training session. 

Daniela Vasari 
Project manager, solution designer in ITS projects and International cooperation,  

Pluservice, Technical Assistance of Marche Region (STEP-UP project Lead Partner) 
Daniela Vasari graduated in Computer Engineering, in March 2009. She works in PluService since 2009 as Solution Designer for 
ITS in Passenger Transportation and since 2014 as Senior Project Manager. She is involved in EU-International-National projects 
on topics such as Demand Responsive Transport, Multi-modal Traveller Information Systems, Automatic Vehicle Monitoring 
systems. She is the Project Manager of several European funded projects. 
 

Giorgia Fanesi is invited to participate at the second training session making available, especially to all 
Project Partners, but at the same time to all the interested technical notions related to the applications 
developed for the STEP-UP project. 

Giorgia Fanesi 
Software analyst and project manager, Pluservice, Technical Assistance of Marche Region (STEP-UP project Lead Partner) 

After her Master Degree in industrial engineering at the University of Bologna and an internship at IRU, Giorgia Fanesi has worked 
on ICT projects for PluService s.r.l. and is currently Software Analyst and Project Manager at myCicero. 

To extend the potentiality of an ICT platform and share the experience of Trieste we chose Valentina 
Boschian to introduce the STEP-UP partnership to the internal ICT and data structure used by the Port 
Network Authority of the Eastern Adriatic Sea. 

Valentina Boschian 
Dott. Ing, Ph.D. 

Port Network Authority of the Eastern Adriatic Sea – Port of Trieste, Digital Port Area 
Dott. Ing. Valentina Boschian, Ph.D., works at the Port Network Authority of the Eastern Adriatic Sea – Port of Trieste, in the Digital 
Port Area. Since 2008, her expertise is focused on consultancy activities related to the analysis of ICT impact on new business 
cases, mainly in the field of transport and logistics. After obtaining a degree in Management Engineering and a PhD in Computer 
Science Engineering, she worked as a project manager in several international research projects. She is also expert in business 
model innovation. 
Main skills: Analysis and modelling of processes; Assessment analysis (based on KPIs definition); Management of complex systems 
with analytical models; Analysis of business scenarios, Use Case identification and User Requirement definition; Project 
management, ICT applications in logistics and transportation management. 
Education 

 Dottorato (Ph.D.) in Information Technology Engineering, University of Trieste (2012) 
 Degree in Management Engineering and Integrated Logistics (graduation with first class honours, "110/110 e lode"), 

University of Trieste (2008) 
 Degree in Management Engineering (graduation with first class honours, "110/110 e lode"), University of Trieste (2003). 

 
To enlarge the knowledge related to electric vehicles, a topic of interest, as emerged from the first Project 
Partners meetings and Steering committee meetings, we invited the expert professor Romeo Danielis to 
provide a technical and economical overview of the variety, potential and limits of the electric lanes 



Romeo Danielis 
professor of Economics at the University of Trieste. 

Romeo Danielis is full professor of Economics at the University of Trieste. He teaches Industrial Economics, Transport Economics 
and Logistics, and Market and Business Economics. 

 
 
The last speaker involved in this second training session, aimed primarily at satisfying the needs of the 
project partners, is Andrea Molinaro. He is the expert representative involved in the proposal of the 
business model that is best suited to the STEP-UP project. During this session he is invited to present the 
basics of his work and the fundamentals necessary for the well definition of an adequate business model. 

 
Andrea Molinaro 

Consultant at Studio Peloso & Associati - expert in design thinking, business organization and subsidized finance 

 

 

 

4.1.5 II Training Session: Presented Topics 
 

The final topics were chosen in collaboration with the lecturers invited to participate in the first training 
session. Below is the summary list of the selected titles and again to follow the presentations offered 
during the conference. 

1. The role of Mobility as a Service 

2. The economics of electric vehicles 

3. ICT tool in use at the Port of Trieste: The Port Community System Sinfomar 

4. How to use GTFS 

5. MaaS Business Models 

 

 

  



4.1.5.1 The role of Mobility as a Service [Daniela Vasari] 
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4.1.5.2 The economics of electric vehicles [Romeo Danielis] 
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4.1.5.3 ICT tool in use at the Port of Trieste: the Port Community System Sinfomar 
[Valentina Boschian] 
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4.1.5.4 How to use GTFS [Giorgia Fanesi] 
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4.1.5.5 MaaS Business Models [Andrea Molinaro] 
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4.2 II Training Session: 24 July 2019 
 

The second Training Session was broadcast on-line via the Go To Meeting software, the main computer 
was the one of the organizer of the session (namely the University of Trieste) and was placed in Trieste. 
The guests had been invited by UNITS and by the project partners. 

 

4.3 Agenda 
 

Below the final agenda proposed: 

 



4.4 Attendance I Training Session 
 

  



4.5 Dissemination 
 

4.5.1 Publication on University of Trieste official website 
 

 



 

  



4.6 II Training Session: Questionnaire 
 

For the second training session a questionnaire previously designed has been shared through a link. The 
questionnaire was published on STEP-UP Web Page. The results obtained from the first training session 
questionnaire gave a useful feedback in regards of the organization of the next sessions.  

Follows the list of questions proposed to the audience of the second Training Session. For each question 
the audience was asked to express a preference according to the given assessment grid. 

We take the opportunity to illustrate how the answers given with the online questionnaire are 
displayed. We illustrate this on the occasion of the second training session as it is the only one of the 
three for which the distribution of the paper questionnaires has not been foreseen. 

Before proceeding with the images related to the graphics of the answers, we report the complete list of 
questions and the relative evaluation grid proposed. 

 

 

  



    

Assessment grid 
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1 TOPICS         

  1.1  The topics were relevant to me      

  1.2  I was familiar with the proposed topics      

  1.3  

The topics offered a good overview on issues related 
to Passengers' flow      

2 SPEECHES         

  2.1  

The material used for the presentations was coherent 
and clear      

  2.2  

I would find it useful to have the presentations 
material available for future consultation      

  2.3  

The presentations were coherent with the title and the 
topic      

  2.4  The presentations met my expectations      
3 CONFERENCE         

  3.1  

The conference contributed to deepen my knowledge 
on the topics:      

   3.1.1 Multimodality      

   3.1.2 European projects on mobility      

   3.1.3 New scenaries on mobility (Maas, Electro-mobility…)      

   3.1.4 Info-mobility      

   3.1.5 Sustainable Tourism      

   3.1.6 ICT Tools for Tourism      

   3.1.7 E-Planning Platforms      

   3.1.8 Other      

  3.2  I think these topics should be more disseminated      

  3.3  

After the conference my knowledge on the covered 
topics has improved      

  3.4  I am involved in these topics (e.g. in daily life/at work)      

  3.5  The conference has been well organised      
 

 

  



5. Realization of the III Training Session 

(Report) 

5.1 Preparation activities for the realization of the III Training 
Session 

5.1.1 III Training Session: Identification of the Audience  
 
To identify audience and organize the training session the most adequately, a preliminary analysis was 
performed. The Second Training Session, as reported, was dedicated mainly to people who already owned 
some knowledge on the given topics (partners, external experts, professionals and other stakeholders). 
To counterbalance the specific character of the Second Training Session and to maximize the spreading, 
the utility and most of all the engagement of the citizenship, UNITS deemed it useful to design the Third 
session as a Public Event.   

 

 



Despite the dissemination character of the session and the attention to an audience which was not 
necessarily already familiar with the proposed topics, stakeholders were invited to participate in order to 
fulfil the goal to create and/or consolidate a network among the project partners, between the local 
authorities, all the interested parties and the citizenship.Description of the specific targets for the Third 
Training Session: 

vii. Project Partners 
Each partner has expertise on specific topics, thanks to their institutional field of action, the support of 
their Technical Assistance and the know-how gained through previous projects. 
We asked the partnership to communicate some areas of expertise they own and we involved a 
representative as speaker at the Training Session. 
We also requested the areas where they wanted to improve their knowledge. They mostly were 
interested in all the topics we suggested. 
 
viii. Stakeholders 
We invited some stakeholders to the training sessions and involved some of them as speakers (e.g. Port 
Authority of Trieste). Obviously, the stakeholders are active in the transportation or mobility field, so they 
already own some know-how. Although their knowledge might be positively task driven, they may lack 
some ground basis or some more technically specific knowledge. Addressing to stakeholders is therefore 
particularly tricky, since there must be a balance between concrete facts and accuracy. Topics must be 
captivating and useful for their daily work. 
 

ix. Students  
Students best represent the future professionals in the field of transport. The job offer environment is 
changing seamlessly and especially the field of transport and mobility. It is of crucial importance that 
students who are about to choose their career are aware of trends that are happening and will lead to 
future changes, so that they will be more informed and prepared professionals in the future. 
 

x. Citizenship 
Citizenship is called to respond to various responsibilities including participating in political processes and 
undertaking economic, social and cultural roles according to accepted norms, laws and regulations. Inform 
citizenship is important also in the themes of the project in fact the development of the main objective of 
STEP-UP will have repercussion in the way of thinking mobility both in the exceptional cases in which the 
citizen becomes a tourist but also in the everyday life in which the citizen moves within his city or the 
neighboring places for the care of himself or for work. Multimodality request an evolved way of thinking 
and citizenship are the firs kind of audience directly involved in the concrete change that the development 
of multimodality will bring.  
In particular, we involved: 



• Target Group 8: Education and training organizations as well as universities and research 
institutes 

A university is partner in the project and will provide training sessions, also broadcasted as live streaming, 
that will be attended by both project partners and all stakeholders interested on multimodal topics. 
Following those sessions, any other education or training organizations as well as other universities or 
research institutes, could replace similar initiatives, obviously with a previous agreement with the first 
university concerning the use of training materials. 
 

• Target Group 1: General public 

The end users are necessary to guarantee the reliability of the project after the end and they are the main 
target group who will give important feedback in terms of User Interface, User experience, reliability and 
ease to use the pilot tools. Main categories of general public identified as the most interested to the 
project outputs will consist of working people and tourists, but also all others citizens could obtain benefit 
from STEP-UP implementation. 

 

• Target Group 2: Local, regional and national public authorities  

Local, regional and national authorities, within IT-HR Programme Area, have to be considered 
fundamental because they represent the most important figures able both to increase the awareness 
about ecofriendly transportation and sustainable tourism among different subjects (potential suppliers 
and potential service providers) and to promote their effective realization, through the definition of useful 
policy initiatives and operational activities. They are amply represented in the partnership. 

 

• Target Group 3: Regional development agencies. 

Regional development agencies, as operative branches of Regional authorities, are in charge of 
implementing theoretical regional policies, into actual actions. For example, Regions and local authorities 
draws up specific Regional/Urban Mobility Plans and foresees detailed guidelines which include the 
increase of multimodal transport, but the risk that those indications could remain not applied is tangible 
if regional agencies do not take care of those guidelines. 

 

• Target Group 5: Transport associations 

Target group Transport Associations Description: Transport associations can have a primary role 
promoting and incentivizing the diffusion of multimodal transport systems among their participants, but 
often, that associations do not know enough about multimodal themes and their benefits. So, they will 
be addressed in particular during WP5 implementation. They will be encouraged to participate in training 
activities in order to improve knowledge and data analysis on multimodal transport sector. 



5.1.2 III Training Session: Modality of the session 
 

As already exposed in Chapter 2.1, about the identification of the target Audience, the III Training Session 
was designed as a public event.  

When choosing this modality, one decisive factor was the consideration that it would be better to reach 
different audience targets through the tree sessions because this would better convey the knowledge to 
very different targets with a different level of awareness. Moreover, it would have been better for 
dissemination purposes. 

In particular, we turned to the citizens of Trieste. The implementation method can be defined as mixed. 

An important role is played by the choice of location. The event was structured inside Antico Caffé San 
Marco, a historic cafe in the very centre of Trieste, which has recently become a literary café. Passage 
utilities in this location are of different nature. The usual guests of the chosen venue are families, students, 
workers, passersby, tourists, people with different levels of education of different professions and ages, 
making it the perfect venue for encountering a significant variety of citizens. 

A room was set up to accommodate different types of communication and knowledge sharing channels. 

The room was set up with a large desk specially designed for the speakers, with pc, microphones and a 
large projection screen. A series of seats have been disposed to allow the view of the screen.  

Two PC stations were also set up with 2 computers each and headphones. At these stations the audience 
could look out to hear the recordings of the presentations of all three training sessions. 

Another location was reserved for a further questionnaire “Sustainable Tourism? You can have your say”, 
to gather the opinions of the audience on the perception of the citizenship of mass tourism. This part was 
particularly important given the stress of the whole session on Participatory Planning. This way the 
Training Session would be educational not only in one way – from the lecturer to the audience -, but we 
would also listen to the opinions, perception and suggestions of the citizenship and gather information 
that will be useful in the future of the project and within future projects. 

UNITS group members have remained available throughout the event to answer to all curiosities about 
STEP-UP and INTERREG projects. 

The main language was Italian, since the expected audience was of normal citizens, but the 
presentations were in English with some of them with italian subtitles and we disposed a simultaneous 
translation for the foreigners and the Croatian Partners who came to the event.



III Training Session: Identification of the Teachers and Experts 

 
For the Third Training Session, the research for the speakers concentrated on selecting relators who could 
complete the educational path started with the First Training Session, continued with the technical 
deepening of the Second session. 

For the third and last Training Session the speakers were chosen with the criteria of giving additional notes 
on the topics already started in the previous training sessions and add a future perspective on the next 
possible steps, therefore contributing to the sustainability, transferability and durability of the project. 
These speakers recorded their presentations which will be, as the previous sessions, uploaded to the 
Project’s official YouTube channel and the link will be uploaded on the Training Sessions’ webpage 
(www.step-up.training). For this session, in addition to the post production editing, the videos have been 
subtitled and made available to the public at the Third Training Session public event. 

In addition to the speakers for the recorded of the presentations, we have been selecting the association 
FIAB, Federazione Italiana Ambiente e Bicicletta as partner in the public event of the Third Training 
Session. FIAB association, whose members are experts in mobility and strong territorial awareness, has 
been invited to participate and collaborate in the realization of the event since the citizenship has shown 
interest on the theme of bicycles within the city, as a green and sustainable vehicle to be considered in 
the frame of multimodality. 

For each seminarian invited to intervene as an expert, the curriculum information of each speaker and 
the contents of the proposed topic are indicated below. A brief description of his actual professional role 
is indicated (if they are Project Partner also is specified) and brief biography summarizes the professional 
position and the training path of each speaker. 

A brief introduction follows to each selected speaker with a short biography highlighted in gray: 

 

To share an expert point view on tourism and mobility in general, on the role of mobility management in 
rural tourism and to introduce existing approaches and solutions was invited the lecture Petra Grgasović. 

Petra Grgasović 
Director of Erkon Ltd, an independent expert in fields of urban mobility and integrated urban development,  

also active as an ad-hoc URBACT expert  

Petra Grgasovic is a director of Erkon Ltd and an independent expert in fields of urban mobility and integrated urban 
development, also active as an ad-hoc URBACT expert. During the last decade she has been working both in public 
and private sector, mostly on project evaluation, development and implementation, strategic planning and policy 
analysis. Petra is currently a PhD student in field of Geography, already holding a Master’s degree in Architecture 
and Urban Planning and a specialisation in Eco – engineering. 



t was decided to invite the expert Vanja Lipovac to present an introduction to participatory governance 
model and to introduce how to approaches and develop participatory governance in practice.  

Vanja Lipovac  
Consultant for EU Projects, Zadar Airport (STEP-UP project Partner) 

Vanja Lipovac has master degree in cultural sociology (2015). Shortly after, he started an internship in Zadar County department 
for EU projects and development, where he participated on preparation and implementation of several national and international 
EU projects. After finishing a year of internship he started working as a project manager for „Foster children rights“ project, 
financed from European social funds. After the project ended, he started working as a consultant for EU project for Driope. He is 
mostly focused on projects regarding urban mobility, intermodality, info-mobility and sustainable development. 

To introduce the theme of Sustainable Urban Mobility Planning we invited Luca Lucietti as renowned 
expert in mobility, transport and Participatory Planning. 

Luca Lucietti 
Civil engineer expert in mobility and transport currently in service at Roma Capitale 

 
Luca Lucietti - Graduated in Civil Engineering (Transport) in 2001 at the University of Rome La Sapienza. He worked from March 
2002 up to June 2019 in FIT Consulting srl, an Italian independent SME, where he held the role of Project Manager several projects. 
FIT built up remarkable national and international experience in research & innovation, demonstration and supporting action 
projects in mobility of people and goods. He carried out feasibility studies in the urban logistics sector for the cities of Padua, 
Ferrara, Parma, Frosinone and Prato. He provided technical support for the SUMP elaboration for the cities of Piacenza, Parma, 
Trieste and Verona, with specific focus on the reorganization of the urban goods distribution. He has lectured and trained on 
logistics issues in the Link University of Rome’s master of sustainable mobility and logistics. He works in the Municipality of Rome 
(Roma Capitale) since July 1st 2019. 
 

To enhance how ICT tools can enable and assist the transition to smart and sustainable mobility the 
lecturer Alessandro Rinaldi was invited to present the ICT tools and services developed within the 
European project H2020 ELVITEN. 

Alessandro Rinaldi 
Research fellow and research doctor 

 at the Department of Electrical and Information Engineering (DEI) of the Polytechnic of Bari. 
 

Experience and expertise in the specific disciplinary area of IICAR 10 with particular regard to the issues of energy efficiency and 
sustainability of buildings, also demonstrated through active participation in national and international conferences, as well as 
constant scientific production with contributions to international journals.Ph.D. in Information Technology Engineering, University 
of Trieste (2012) 

 

Bartolomeo Silvestri, was invited to show how new mobility technologies and concepts can improve the 
citizen life in the urban area. 

Bartolomeo Silvestri 
PhD student and research fellow in the Polytechnic University of Bari, Italy  



Bartolomeo Silvestri is a third-year PhD student and research fellow in the Polytechnic University of Bari, Italy. His doctoral 
research investigates sustainable transport in smart cities, both for the mobility of people and for the last mile logistics. He is 
focusing on EVs, ELVs and new mobility concepts such as Mobility as a Service, sharing system and innovative approach to engage 
users. He analyzes also the transport externalities, especially in urban area and energy consumption with the use of EVs as storage 
in a smart city. He co-authored of several scientific papers in international conference and journal. He holds a master’s degree in 
Management Engineering with specialization in environmental management of companies, from Polytechnic University of Bari, 
Italy, with a thesis on the optimization of the plants configuration for recovery and treatment of solid urban waste in metropolitan 
Bari area. He holds a degree in Management Engineering from Polytechnic University of Bari, Italy, with a thesis on the 
optimization of the train seller point in Apulia region. 
 
To stimulate the active participation of the the citizenship in a public and transparent process, which starts 
from a careful analysis of reality, urban fabrics, the use of space, densities and services, two 
representatives of the FIAB association were invited to intervene at the public event, the president Luca 
Mastropasqua and the former public authority and today active member of the association Jacopo 
Rothenaisler. They gave an interesting insight on new perspectives, advantages and governance policy 
obstacles concerning cycling in a urban environment. 

 
  



5.1.3 III Training Session: Presented Topics 
 

The topics for the Third Training Session were chosen thanks to the contribution of the partners and 
without the need for solicitations. In fact, they have put forward some excellent proposals that are 
inherent and consistent with what was done previously. Other topics were chosen by UNITS as a response 
to participation in events related to multimodality and urban planning attended during the last year. The 
natural collaboration of the Project Partners was particularly important to confirm the effectiveness of 
the Training Sessions. 

The Third Training Session concentrated on two main Topics related to Sustainable Tourism: Planning 
(especially Participatory) and E-Vehicles. 

The participatory aspect is becoming more and more fundamental within the strategic mobility planning. 
It is no longer possible to avoid including citizens, their needs and wishes in the decisional act of designing 
the future of urban mobility in a sustainable way. 

The presentations underlined how mobility planning can bring benefits to e.g. sustainable rural tourism 
(Petra Grgasović), included the aspect of governance in the Participatory planning model (Vanja Lipovac) 
and the contribution of SUMPs (Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans) to Sustainability (Luca Lucietti). 

The presentations on e-mobility included the aspects of the use of ICT tools (Alessandro Rinaldi) and the 
system of incentives to foster the Sharing System and the Reallocation of electric vehicles (EVs) 
(Bartolomeo Silvestri). 

The final topics were chosen in collaboration with the lecturers invited to participate in the first training 
session. Below is the summary of the final presentations’ titles, followed by the presentations offered 
during the conference. 

1. Planning mobility to support sustainable rural tourism 

2. Participatory governance as a model for urban mobility planning 

3. Sustainable transport and SUMPs 

4. ICT tools for a more efficient and sustainable e-mobility model 

5. Electric Vehicles (EVs), Sharing System, Reallocation and Balancing of sharing 
EVs within a city through an incentive system 

  



5.1.3.1 Planning mobility to support sustainable rural tourism [Petra Grgasović] 
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5.1.3.2 Participatory governance as a model for urban mobility planning [Vanja 
Lipovac] 
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5.1.3.3 Sustainable transport and SUMPs [Luca Lucietti] 
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5.1.3.4 ICT tools for a more efficient and sustainable e-mobility model [Alessandro 
Rinaldi] 
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5.1.3.5 Electric Vehicles (EVs), Sharing System, Reallocation and Balancing of sharing 
EVs within a city through an incentive system 
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5.2 III Training Session: 17 September 2019 
 

After a welcome on behalf of UNITS group of University oft he Studies of Trieste, FIAB Association exposed 
critical points and future strategies concerning cyclism as a fundamental sector within sustainable urban 
mobility plans, also concerning tourism. They stressed governance and policy issues that stand as barriers 
which could be overcome through specific strategies. 

 

 

 

After that, guests were invited to the light buffet to continue the networking, and to listen tot he 
presentations oft he experts who have been involved in the three training sessions. UNITS‘ personnel 
remained available through all the duration oft he event, to answer to the audience’s questions. 



 

 

5.2.1 Venue III Training Session 
 

The event took place on 17th of September 2019 at Antico Caffé San Marco in Trieste, between 15:00 and 
18:00. 

  



 

 

It became famous as a rendezvous for intellectuals and writers including Italo Svevo, James Joyce and 
Umberto Saba, a tradition that continues to date with Claudio Magris. today it is known as a literary café 
and a meeting place for leisure and business as well as for families and students. a great place to meet 
people active in the pursuit of the well-being of the city from a cultural and practical point of view. 

  



5.2.2 Agenda III Training Session 
 

 



5.2.3 Attendance III Training Session 

 

 



 

 



 



5.2.4 Dissemination III Training Session 
 

5.2.4.1 Press Release III Training Session (English and Italian) 
 

“TURISMO SOSTENIBILE? PUOI DIRE LA TUA!” 

 

Nell’ambito della Settimana Europea della Mobilità, l’Università di Trieste, insieme a FIAB – 
Federazione Italiana Ambiente e Bicicletta, incontrerà i cittadini martedì 17 settembre, presso 
l’Antico Caffè San Marco di Trieste dalle ore 15:00 alle 18:00, sui temi del turismo sostenibile, 
sul ruolo delle nuove tecnologie nell’ambito della mobilità e sul panorama dei progetti europei. 

I membri del gruppo di ricerca del DIA – Dipartimento di Ingegneria e Architettura 
dell’Università di Trieste saranno a disposizione per tutta la durata dell’evento per condividere la 
propria esperienza e rispondere alle curiosità del pubblico.  
A tutti gli interessati verranno illustrate le attività e le finalità del progetto europeo Interreg ITA-
CRO STEP-UP - Sustainable Transport E-Planner to Upgrade the IT-HR mobility. 
Saranno inoltre presenti anche alcuni partner croati del progetto per presentare le proprie 
attività di Pilot Site. 

Ai cittadini verrà data la possibilità di esprimersi sulla loro percezione del turismo di massa e i 
loro suggerimenti verranno raccolti, nell’ottica di una pianificazione partecipata, al motto: 
“Turismo sostenibile? Puoi dire la tua!”. 

Nel corso dell’incontro saranno rese visibili su postazioni pc multiple le presentazioni delle 
precedenti Training Sessions (sessioni formative organizzate dall’Università di Trieste nell’ambito 
del progetto STEP-UP). Il materiale, che sarà a disposizione di tutti gli interessati, approfondisce 
alcuni dei nuovi scenari della mobilità: MaaS (Mobility as a Service), Electro-mobility, Info-
mobility, Pilastri EUSAIR e Sustainable Tourism, ICT Tools for Tourism ed E-Planning Platforms. 
 

Ad affiancare il DIA ci sarà la FIAB, associazione impegnata nella divulgazione e tutela della 
mobilità dolce e dei ciclisti, allo scopo di illustrare le attività in corso e i progetti futuri. 

La partecipazione è libera e non è necessaria la prenotazione.  

Durante l’evento ai partecipanti verrà offerto un rinfresco. 



 

 

"SUSTAINABLE TOURISM? YOU CAN HAVE A SAY! "  

As part of the European Mobility Week, the University of Trieste, together with FIAB - Italian 
Environment and Bicycle Federation, will meet the citizens on Tuesday 17 September, at the 
Antico Caffè San Marco in Trieste from 15:00 to 18:00 on the issues of sustainable tourism, on 
the role of new technologies in the field of mobility and on the panorama of European projects. 
The members of the research group of the DIA - Department of Engineering and Architecture of 
the University of Trieste will be available for the duration of the event to share their experience 
and respond to the curiosity of the public. All interested parties will be informed about the 
activities and aims of the European INTERREG project IT-HR STEP-UP - Sustainable Transport E-
Planner to Upgrade the IT-HR mobility. Some Croatian partners of the project will also be present 
to present their Pilot Site activities. Citizens will be given the opportunity to express themselves 
on their perception of mass tourism and their suggestions will be collected, with a view to 
participatory planning, to the motto: "Sustainable tourism? You can have your say! " During the 
meeting, the presentations of the previous Training Sessions (training sessions organized by the 
University of Trieste within the STEP-UP project) will be made visible on multiple PC workstations. 
The material, which will be available to all interested parties, explores some of the new mobility 
scenarios: MaaS (Mobility as a Service), Electro-mobility, Info-mobility, EUSAIR Pillars and 
Sustainable Tourism, ICT Tools for Tourism and E-Planning Platforms. To support the DIA there 
will be the FIAB, an association engaged in the dissemination and protection of soft mobility and 
cyclists, in order to illustrate the activities in progress and future projects. Participation is free 
and no reservation is required. During the event participants will be offered refreshments. 

  



5.2.4.2 Articles from Il Piccolo (17/09/2019 and 18/09/2019) 
 

 

  



5.2.4.3 Article on Bora.la https://bora.la/2019/09/16/turismo-sostenibile-puoi-dire-
la-tua/ 

 

 



 

  



5.3 III Training Session: Questionnaire 
 

During the preparation of the first training session a questionnaire previously designed has been 
distributed to the audience. The questionnaire was printed on paper was distributed at the registration 
desk to those present to the conference room and collected at the end of the conference or at their 
departure. In this way the participants could quickly view the questions and formulate a response idea 
following the conference.  

The results obtained from the first training session questionnaire gave a useful feedback in regards of the 
organization of the next sessions.  

Follows the list of questions proposed to the audience. For each question the audience was asked to 
express a preference according to the given assessment grid. 

After the list of the proposed questions follows the answers given by the conference participants. Note 
that each question is marked with a bulleted number. while consulting the answers, refer to it. 

 

 

    

Assessment grid 
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1 TOPICS         

  1.1  The topics were relevant to me      

  1.2  I was familiar with the proposed topics      

  1.3  

The topics offered a good overview on issues related 
to Passengers' flow      

2 SPEECHES         

  2.1  

The material used for the presentations was coherent 
and clear      

  2.2  

I would find it useful to have the presentations 
material available for future consultation      

  2.3  

The presentations were coherent with the title and the 
topic      

  2.4  The presentations met my expectations      
3 CONFERENCE         

  3.1  

The conference contributed to deepen my knowledge 
on the topics:      

   3.1.1 Multimodality      

   3.1.2 European projects on mobility      



   3.1.3 New scenaries on mobility (Maas, Electro-mobility…)      

   3.1.4 Info-mobility      

   3.1.5 Sustainable Tourism      

   3.1.6 ICT Tools for Tourism      

   3.1.7 E-Planning Platforms      

   3.1.8 Other      

  3.2  I think these topics should be more disseminated      

  3.3  

After the conference my knowledge on the covered 
topics has improved      

  3.4  I am involved in these topics (e.g. in daily life/at work)      

  3.5  The conference has been well organised      

 General assessments:       

  4.1  Which topic was of major interest?      

  4.2  

Which elements of the presentations could be 
enhanced? (e.g. the quality of presentations, technical 

aspects, …)      

  4.3  

Which topics would you like to be deepened further in 
the next Training Sessions?      

 

  



 

 

 



 

 

 



The feedback received for section 4. General assessment follows: 

4.1     Which topic was of major interest? 

turismo sostenibile (sustainable tourism) 

new scenarios on mobility 

il ruolo della bicicletta anche nel sistema economico e turistico (the role of the bycicle also in the economic and touristic system) 

Tutti (all) 

cicloturismo accessibilità delle città (cyletourism and cities accessibility) 
 

4.2     Which elements of the presentations could be enhanced? (e.g. the quality of presentations, technical aspects, …)      

e-planning platforms 

eventually connection with train connection from italy and another country 

tutto ciò che riguarda Trieste (everything that concerns Trieste) 

sulle eventuali ciclovie sul carso triestino ((what concerns the bycicle ways on the Karst around Trieste) 
 

 

  



5.4 Smart Tourism Survey for Trieste 
 

During the III Training Session UNITS wanted to be not only a mean for conveying knowledge, but also 
work as a listener to the citizenship’s perception on STEP-UP themes, such as mass tourism and 
Technology applied to Tourism. 

For this reason, we designed a special questionnaire (different from the questionnaire for the overall 
session evaluation which finds place in a specific chapter). 

The questionnaire is based on ETIS (European Tourism Indicators System), which is a guideline set by the 
European Union dedicated to all touristic destinations towards adopting a more intelligent approach to 
tourism planning. 

This initiative was accepted within the European Mobility Week. 

1

Smart Tourism Survey for Trieste

WHY

• Tourist 
destinations are 
increasingly being 
called upon to 
tackle social, 
cultural, 
economic, and 
environmental 
challenges

WHAT

• perception of 
tourism in the city

• Importance of the 
personalization in 
tourist services

• Importance of the 
integration by 
tourists and local 
community

WHO

• Citizens
• Institutions
• Private sector
• Tourists
• …

HOW

• ETIS toolkit
• +

• Smart Tourism
• Destination
• Knoweldge

• +
• Typeform program

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The questionnaire have been fully compiled by almost 400 people and have been started or almost fully 
compiled by almost 500, making the data collected consistent. 



 

  



6. Web repository to training sessions 

relevant material 
All the material produced in relation to the training sessions is available on the repositories web page at 
the following address: www.step-up.training 

This web page was developed to support the Training Sessions Activity within STEP-UP Sustainable 
Transport E-Planner to Upgrade the IT-HR mobility.  

Official Website of STEP-UP Project: https://www.italy-croatia.eu/web/step-up 

Just connected to the site you can see the home, see the screenshots reported below. Three buttons 
link to the page dedicated to each of the three training sessions. 

 

 



 

 

6.1 I Training Session 
For the First Training Session all the relevant material is available at the following link: 

https://step-up.training/new_scenaries_on_multimodal_mobility/ 

 

 



 

Link to the Program:  

https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/STEP-UP_FirstTrainingSession-
7May_FinalAgenda.pdf 

 

 



 

 

6.1.1 Link to speaker’s presentation, I Training Session 
Each involved speaker is presented on the page dedicated to the training session in which he 
participated. For each of them you can see a photo, the description of the role held, a brief biography, a 
link to the PDF containing the proposal presentation (already entered in full in Deliverable 5.1.1) and a 
link to the video of the presentation. 



6.1.1.1 ustainable destination management plans fostering climate change 
mitigation in the tourism sector, including transnational multimodal 
transport. [Cinzia de Marzo] 

 

 

 

 
Link to presentation’s PDF:  
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/1_PPT_Trieste_07_05_19_Cinzia-De-Marzo.pdf 
 

Link to registration of the presentation on You tube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=0FIBHragojg 



6.1.1.2 STEP UP INTERREG IT-HR Project. An overview of STEP-UP Project, INTERREG 
IT-HR. [Valeria Corina]  

 

 

 

 

Link to presentation’s PDF:  
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/2_Corina_STEP-UP_Regione-Marche.pdf 

 

You Tube channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=7FZ_HXljzQY 

 



6.1.1.3 Improving maritime and multimodal transport services between Italy and 
Croatia: the experience in MOSES project and the expectations from 
ICARUS project. [Massimiliano Angelotti] 

 

Link to presentation’s PDF:  
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/3_Angelotti_Improving-maritime-and-
multimodal-transport.pdf 
 

You Tube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEjkzcGvM-I 



6.1.1.4 The role of Mobility as a Service [Daniela Vasari] 
 

 

Link to presentation’s PDF:  
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/4_Vasari_The-role-of-Mobility-as-a-Service.pdf 
You Tube channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EtckMkf64yg&feature=emb_logo  



6.1.1.5 Electro-mobility integrated into transport and mobility networks [Maria Pia 
Fanti] 

 

 

 

 
You Tube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=erNivRUZC1A 
  



6.1.1.6 Intermodality for a seamless solution [Giorgia Fanesi] 
 

 

 

Link to presentation’s PDF:  
 
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/6_Fanesi_Intermodality-for-a-seamless-
solution.pdf 
 

You Tube channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LyL5zKj4KWM&feature=emb_logo 
 

  



6.1.1.7 Improving passengers' mobility, new ideas and methods to ensure 
sustainable mobility [Petar Mišura] 

 

 

 

Link to presentation’s PDF:  
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/7_Misura_Improving-passengers-mobility.pdf 
 

You Tube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OtyRUbNTCho 
  



6.1.1.8 Smart Cruise Destination [Sara Carciotti] 
 

 

 

Link to presentation’s PDF:  
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/8_STEP-UP_Carciotti.pdf 
 

You Tube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8nfQ0M-HkA 
  



6.1.1.9 The beauty of small villages. Intermodality: the path to encounter it. [Laura 
Schiff] 

 

 

 

Link to presentation’s PDF:  
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/9_Schiff_RegioneEmiliaRomagna.pdf 
 

You Tube channel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=UZyGyShKI4Q 



6.1.1.10 Cultural routes – potential for info-mobility services [Vanja Lipovac] 
 

 

 

Link to presentation’s PDF:  
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/10_Lipovac_Cultural-routes-and-info-
mobility_ZadarAirport.pdf 
 

You Tube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1lb5mOahx08 
  



6.1.1.11 EU projects of the Port of Trieste: several tools for a smart port [Valentina 
Boschian] 

 

 

PDF presentation:  

https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/11_Boschian_EUproject_070519_v01.pdf 
 

 

  



6.2 II Training Session 
 

For the Second Training Session all the relevant material is available at the following link: 

https://step-up.training/training-session-ii/ 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Link to the Program:  

https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Program.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6.2.1 Links to speaker’s presentation, II Training Session 
 

Each involved speaker is presented on the page dedicated to the training session in which he 
participated. For each of them it is proposed a photo, the description of the role held, a brief biography, 
a link to the PDF containing the lecturer presentation (fully available in the related Deliverable) with a 
link to the video of the presentation (on the official YouTube channel). 

6.2.1.1 The role of Mobility as a Service [Daniela Vasari] 
 

 

 

Link to presentation’s PDF:  
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/The-role-of-Mobility-as-a-Service_2nd_TS.pdf 

Link to registration of the presentation on You tube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtibHZDoMFM 



6.2.1.2 The economics of electric vehicles [Romeo Danielis] 
 

 

 

Link to presentation’s PDF:  
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Presentazione-Danielis-18.6.2019.pdf 

 

Link to registration of the presentation on You tube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_4vX7wXKbc 
 
  



6.2.1.3 ICT tool in use at the Port of Trieste: the Port Community System Sinfomar 
[Valentina Boschian] 

 

Link to presentation’s PDF:  
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/BOSCHIAN_STEP-UP_webinar_ICT.pdf 

 

Link to registration of the presentation on You tube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b0oKhY5Oryk 
 



6.2.1.4 How to use GTFS [Giorgia Fanesi] 
 

 

 

Link to presentation’s PDF:  
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/6_Fanesi_Intermodality-for-a-seamless-
solution.pdf 

 

Link to registration of the presentation on You tube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utK6EF-DhTQ 
  



6.2.1.5 MaaS Business Models [Andrea Molinaro] 
 

 

 

Link to presentation’s PDF:  
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/MaaS-Business-Models.pdf 

 

Link to registration of the presentation on You tube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VW3xqtWT-Ec 
  



6.3 Didactic materials III Training Session 
 

For the Third Training Session all the relevant material is available at the following link: 

https://step-up.training/training-session-iii/ 
 

 
 



 
 
Link to presentation: 
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/STEP-UP_Silvestri.pdf 
 



 
Link to presentation: 
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Participatory-governance-as-a-model-for-urban-
mobility-planning-1.pdf 

 
Link to presentation: 
https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/ICT-tools-for-a-more-efficient-and-sustainable-e-
mobility-model-1.pdf 



 

Link to presentation: 

https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Sustainable-transportSUMPs.pdf 



 

Link to presentation: 

https://step-up.training/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/STEP-UP_IIITS_Grgasovic.pdf  



7. Overall assessment, evaluations and 

conclusions 
 

The main aim of WP5 - Creation of new job profiles, professional training and business model 
development, was to ensure transferability and durability through two main activities, Act. 5.1 and 5.2. 

In this document, we concentrated on Activity 5.1 – Training Activities, whose expected outputs, 
deliverables and activities have been fully achieved.  

We have taken into account barriers encountered in previous projects: very limited knowledge of these 
subjects and on how to deal with them slowed the progress and made it prone to errors. For this reason, 
we stressed the importance of creating a common ground knowledge for all the PPs and making available 
to all the partnership the knowledge already owned by singular PPs. 
 
As expected outputs for Activity WP5.1 (Training Activities) we produced three training sessions, which 
have been recorded and made available on the project’s YouTube channel and our training sessions’ 
webpage (www.step-up.training). On this webpage we uploaded didactic material, to help anyone 
interested in improving his/her knowledge about multi-modal passengers’ mobility. 
 
Thanks to a careful selection of the lecturers, the topics, the modalities for the sessions, and also given 
the positive feedback collected after each training session, we can say that the goal of educating on 
mobility and travel planner aspects, and on collecting, sharing and managing transport data has been fully 
achieved. Moreover, the webpage created and the links to the official YouTube channel will make it easier 
for partners and interested stakeholders to reach the didactic materials, fostering the formation of new 
professional figures and the professional growth of the already existing ones. 
 
 
 


